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an uncommon experience
Hello! I 'm Brittany, the creator of Uncommon Sense

Therapy, who guides you on how to better understand

your body in a more perceptive, natural way. The online

portals on this site are meant to complement your

practices so you 're able to access all of the best healing

from our practices wherever you have internet access.
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The Limbs of Yoga
It's been my dream to update the ancient way for a

modern world since I first stepped foot into an

ashram in India circa 2014. A lonely road, while there

are a plethora of people who love yoga, not many of

them get to know her beyond her name and surface

ideals of peaceful motions and stretching. 

Yoga's a complicated lady. The more you study, the

less you realize you know in the sea of all there is to

be known. She lets people know her based on what

they need - she's free of ego and doesn't require

anyone to know her in just one way. Nonetheless, the

way she shows herself in hatha yoga and the eight-

limbed path dictated by Sage Patanjali is the most

popular variation of our current time.  
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In the traditional path of hatha

yoga, the mind was the first to

receive stretching. The first two

limbs require a practitioner to

adjust his, her or their thought

processes  to honor the world with

less shadows and more light. 

The first limb of yoga is a set of ethical

restraints - five things we must not do

if we don't want to stare at shadows

more than we do light - while the

second limb is a set of moral musts -

five things we must do to maintain a

focus on peace, love and integrity over

chaos, hate and war. 



This "Course"
This free online module is meant to offer students and

practitioners of yoga a lens to discover the traditional path of

ancient yoga as well as the Uncommon Sense backend portals

and the quality you may expect when purchasing products and

services from this website. To help you get deep into your

practice alongside ancient insight, this portal guides you to

explore the first limb of yoga in thought with video

meditations, in word with journaling prompts and in deed with

full length guided practices that physically apply the lessons.

 

All of traditional yoga helps us resist the impure effects that

gravity has on our animalistic bodies that cause us to feel more

connection with chaos than calm, sickness than health or war

than peace. Our ancestors knew how important mindfully

choosing what we put into and around our body is and this

course helps you experience the potency of their ancient

advice. The exercises here do their best to offer the purity of

our ancestors practice while honoring our modern world.

 

On the left side of the site you'll find PDFs for each core value

of ethical restraint that helps you understand what you're

restraining and why as well as offers you a journaling prompt

to explore the core value with your words. The practice below

it helps you explore the value in your body while the

meditations down the middle deepen your practice in mind.
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There's no perfect way to tackle these

values; however it's recommended to

follow them in order and it's not

recommended that you focus on more

than one at a time. Each value builds on

the next and successful practice of one

makes the following lesson deeper and

more substantial for your peace of mind.

If you're impatient like me, maybe you'd

like to do one a day for a week. This lets

you fasttrack your progress; however it's

likely to reach more of a surface level

and you may have to come back to this

several times when the mind goes rogue.

For those who'd prefer to get deep their

first time, it's recommended to pick one

value a week and schedule three days

that week to take on each of the lessons:

one day to journal, one day to practice

yoga with the value as an intention, and

one day to meditate on the value. This

would take five weeks yet you'll notice a

greater peace of mind at the end of it.

Try It Out
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